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NEWS RELEASE
Cenveo Publisher Suite Enhances Production Insight With Smart Track
Workflow Management, Tracking, and Reporting for All Content Transactions
Columbia, MD—September 18, 2017—Cenveo Publisher Services, a division of Cenveo, Inc. (NASDAQ:
CVO), announces the inclusion of Smart Track in the Cenveo Publisher Suite. Cenveo Publisher Suite is a
cloud-based system of publishing tools that transforms the creation and production of journal, book, and
magazine content. Smart Track is the module that tracks content production from login through final
content delivery.
Smart Track logs every content transaction within the workflow, eliminating the need for manual tracking
and reporting and having to synchronize a myriad of spreadsheets. The module is seamlessly integrated
within the Cenveo Publisher Suite and, together with other modules, automates editorial and production
tasks and streamlines production workflows. Cenveo Publisher Suite dramatically improves the speed at
which publishers bring quality content to market.
Smart Track is architected to easily integrate customizations and triggers processes based on publisherspecific XML feeds. Common production steps and tasks critical to all publishers are fully automated,
including inbox notifications; watch folders for lifecycle, graphics, pre-flight and application files; uploads
and delivery of hi-res proofs; historical reports for any production stage; and much more.
“Smart Track combines people, processes, and technology in a unique way to deliver real-time visibility
into the management of content,” explains Debbie McClanahan, Vice President of Cenveo Publishing
Services. “Whether it’s understanding issue line-up and management for a journal, editorial history of a
book chapter, or proofing stages of a magazine article, Smart Track reports against many pieces of
publishing metadata, providing ongoing insight into the production workflow.”
To learn more about Smart Track and schedule a demonstration of Cenveo Publisher Suite, please visit
www.CenveoPublisherServices.com.

About Cenveo Publisher Services
Cenveo Publisher Services, a Cadmus Journal services company, is the industry leader in transformative publishing solutions. Cenveo
Publisher Services provides expert content services and innovative technology solutions that drive revenue growth, streamline
operations, and ensure editorial excellence. With The Publisher’s Office and The Design Studio, Cenveo provides full-service editorial,
management, production, and art & design support for print and digital products across the publishing spectrum. For more information,
please visit www.cenveopublisherservices.com

About Cenveo
Cenveo (NASDAQ: CVO), world headquartered in Stamford, Connecticut, is a leading global provider of print and related resources,
offering world-class solutions in the areas of custom labels, envelopes, commercial print, content management and publisher solutions.
The company provides a one-stop offering through services ranging from design and content management to fulfillment and distribution.
With a worldwide distribution platform, we pride ourselves on delivering quality solutions and service every day to our customers. For more
information please visit us at www.cenveo.com.
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